
35. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form of the verb given in brackets.      

                                                                                                                      1 x 3 = 3                                                                          

01. When Blandford was in the army training camp in Florida, he found the book, ‘Of Human 

Bondage’ at the Army library. Notes---------------- (find) throughout the book. They ---------------

------- (write) in a woman’s hand. Blandford ---------------- ( fascinate) by them. 

 

02. Meenakshisundaram Pillai was a hereditary guru. Rukmini Devi Arundale--------------- 

(teach) Sadir by him. When she gave a public performance under a banyan tree in 1935, 

orthodox India -------- (Shock). Later, Sadir---------- (rename) Bharathanatyam by her. 

 

03. Yamini Krishnamurthy didn’t like formal schooling. She wanted to learn dance at 

Kalakshetra. She -------------- (haunt) by her childhood memories of Chidambaram. Her decision 

to enroll herself at Kalakshetra --------------- (debate) by her family as her family members -------

------- ( oppose) to the idea of Yamini joining Kalakshetra. 

 

04. In 1951, Baba Amte -------------- (give) 50 acres of barren, rock-ridden waste land. Later, 

Anandwan, a self-reliant co-operative community --------------- (establish) over there.. The 

inmates of Anandwan ------------- ( take) care of with love and affection, even now. 

 

05. A New machine -------------- (invent) by Joe as he was moved by the sight of poverty all 

around him. But, his invention--------------- (oppose) strongly by the villagers because they -------

------ ( frighten) that it would rob them of their jobs. 

 

06. Kishwar Naheed, in the poem, ‘ I am not that woman,’ says that  even today the woman ------

-----------( crush) with the weight of custom and tradition. She -------------  buy )and sold in the 

name of her chastity . She --------------- (marry) off to get rid of a burden. 

 

07. One summer evening ,Tansukh was lying on a charpai. He ----------- (approach) by an old 

man who looked worried. Tansukh ----------- (draw) into a pool of dilemma when the old man 

expressed his desire to buy Kashi’s buffalo. Tansukh ___________(taunt) by his own 

helplessness. 

 

 

08. Rajiv Mehrotra, a popular face on television ----------------(educate) at St. Stephen’s college, 

Delhi and the universities of Oxford and Columbia in 1980s. Baba Amte-----------  

(interview) by him in 2003. Even now, Baba’s interview ---------------- (telecast) periodically. 

 

09. Melkkoran started to build the glass tree after he ----------------- (give) permission by 

Panikkan. The old Champaka tree----------- (cut down). First, the roots and the trunk of the tree---

-------------------- (sculpt) out.  Later, he carved out the leaves and the flowers. 

 

10. On the ninth day of her stay in the Peruvian jungle, Juliane saw a boat. It ------------- ( make) 

from strong timber. It------------- (tie) up to the bank of the stream. She , also, saw a hut which ---

------------( build) from palm branches. 



 

11. While she was in Madras, Sadir, a dance form------------- ( learn) by Rukmini Devi. Later, the 

new accomplishment --------- ( display) under a banyan tree. Rukmini Devi’s costume -------------

-- ( admire) by all.    

 

12. In her institution she saw to it that all the students -------------( train) by the best of instructors 

and that no matter what happened, the quality of education ------------------- ( not/ compromise) 

even though classes ------------- ( conduct) in the open, with students seated on the grass.  
   

13. Melkkoran took a long time to finish the glass tree. Initially the roots and the trunk of the tree 

------------( sculpt) out. Later green glass ----------  ( need) to carve out the leaves.. After the 

supply of green glass, each leaf --------- ( carve) out diligently by Melkkoran.        

 


